A luxury villa holiday needn’t cost the earth
Mi Casa Tu Casa is proud to be working with the Ibiza Preservation Fund with a
focus on preserving the natural beauty of the island through sustainable initiatives.
Here are 5 little things you can do this holiday to help:

		
1 RECYCLING
●

●

Please use the colored recycling bins
cardboard, yellow = plastics and cans)

sink) so please use these instead of

Please then empty these into the large

buying plastic bags from the supermarket

		
2 SAVE WATER
Ibiza suffers from frequent droughts so 		

Where possible avoid buying plastic
bottles and packets. Glass is much more
efficiently recycled

WHAT ARE WE DOING?

Save water by taking short showers with

We are collaborating with the Ibiza

decreased flow and turning the tap off

Preservation Fund to champion a sustainable

while shaving and brushing teeth

villa holiday market. We want to reach all
stakeholders; villa guests, owners, service
providers and government bodies. We are

See our list of the best places to buy local

starting to work with each villa owner to

organic produce so that you can enjoy

create a villa-by-villa action plan on how to

the real fruits of the island. See house book

make their property more environmentally

		
4 REDUCE ENERGY
		 CONSUMPTION
●

●

please use water responsibly

3 BUY LOCAL PRODUCE
		
●

We provide large strong reusable
shopping bags (look under the kitchen

the same colors

●

●

provided (green = glass, blue = paper &

community recycling bins which use

●

		
5 REDUCE PLASTIC

friendly. It doesn’t happen overnight, but
together we can make a big difference in
keeping our island beautiful so that our

Please turn off the AC when you are not

children’s children can enjoy it in the same

in the rooms and particularly when away

way we can today.

from the villa. The rooms only take 2 		
minutes to cool with the AC on your 		

To find out more about the amazing work of

return. Please also close windows when

the Ibiza Preservation Fund visit:

the AC is on

ibizapreservationfund.org

